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Welcome to On Cloud, the podcast for cloud professionals, where we break down the state of cloud computing today and how 
you can unleash the power of cloud for your enterprise.  Now here is your host David Linthicum. 
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David Linthicum: 
So I’m here at re:Invent with Bernard Golden, Bernard has been in the Cloud Computing industry, how many years now Bernard? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Like 10 or 12 since before it was called Cloud Computing. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Yes, I remember he was like, when I was researching my first book, he was the only voice out there who was saying sensical things around 
Cloud Computing; really kind of understanding the details. I think was, wrote “Amazon Web Services for Dummies” is that right? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
That right. 
 
David Linthicum: 
When was that published? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
That was 2013. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So catch us up.  We have more listeners on the podcast now, probably may have missed your previous show with us, but tell us what you 
have been doing in the last six months. 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Well about a year ago I joined Capital One as Vice President Cloud Strategy, and I’ve been working with Capital One, and I think we are 
probably maybe going to talk about Capital One a little bit, to help chart kind of its path forward around Cloud Computing. And I just as 
a kind of set the head, so Capital One is a little unusual in that it’s made the decision to go only on Public Cloud and it’s a very large 
enterprise and it’s a regulated financial entity, but nevertheless it’s still concluded that the right thing to do is go into Cloud. So I’ve been 
looking at, after we make the initial move in the Cloud, what are our directions after that, where the opportunities, what kinds of things 
should we think about. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Great, because so where the ball going to be kicked is that right? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So speaking of that, what are the big things at re:Invent that kind of reflects where the ball is going to be kicked? Where Cloud Computing 
is going? What are some of the things—the trends—that may have been announced or perhaps some things you think are going to be 
announced this week? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Well this is before all the announcements, so we’re sort of trying to kind of “Great Carnac Predictions.” They did have made a couple 
announcements one is sort of a, an ARM-Based Micro VM and kind of the direction toward that is sort of how do you run containers 
super efficiently? With as little wrapping around the container within the operating system is possible and it’s ARM-based which is a very 
interesting kind of thing because it’s a big breakaway from some of the X86 Model and you can do a lot of interesting things around ARM, 
so that’s quite interesting. They also announced 100 gig instances so very high bandwidth. The interesting thing to me is those weren’t 
part of their main announcement stream, that was just sort of the kind of the hors d’oeuvre and so it’s going to be very interesting to see 
what happens. 
 
One thing that I expect is that they will continue to march up the stack, so the old model was infrastructure platform, software as a 
service, and they’ve been offering a lot of stuff like, if you look at AWS Connect or Chime which are not computing services per se but are 
really capabilities built on top of tech that are horizontal. So like Connect is a call center capability, so it’s not a specific software 
functionality it’s a generalized… 
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David Linthicum: 
It’s an application. 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes—but a horizontal application. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Right. 
 
Bernard Golden: 
So it’s not a you know oil and gas or CRM or whatever, I think we’ll probably see more of those because they are building on the platform 
they’ve got and extending it. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Is it a good thing—I blogged about this as well and I’ve know you’ve spoken about this before—moving from the primitive functions like 
storage and compute and networking things, like that up until the higher level services and so everybody seemed to be focused on that 
so it’s machine learning, serverless-based computing, integration of DevOps, a lot of these things that are in essence not necessarily 
focused on the infrastructure. Are we defocusing—and this is the Cloud industry in general—are we defocusing from the infrastructure 
stuff which is very important to the higher-level capabilities which are also important, but are they really kind of pulling the resources 
away from working on the infrastructure stuff? Have you seen the infrastructure releases and improvements slow down in the last couple 
of years, is probably a better way to put the question? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes, well, I don’t feel that way, I don’t. They first announced 100 gig networking and this whole new model of chip based and so forth. So 
I don’t get a sense that AWS or the other big Cloud Providers are slowing down in that arena, their business are growing such and I believe 
their customers are sort of saying to them this is great that I now can get infrastructure in ten minutes instead having it’s been a year 
getting it and all that, I want more functionality that’s integrated, that’s less plumbing work that I have to really get this stuff, please 
provide that to me, because that makes it easier and allows me to take what is generally in most companies, your most critical constraint 
which is your talent, and focus them on the things that differentiate you as a business. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So would be an accurate description to say that they’re building services that are really for the cloud engineers and the infrastructure 
engineers as well as services that are really kind of attractive to the business folks as well, so I noticed at the conference there seems to 
be a distinction between people who are kind of the bits and bytes propeller heads and building the cloud-based systems which are very 
important for us to keep those folks moving forward and interested in these in the Cloud Services like AWS but we’re also seeing kind of 
new participants for meeting new people at their first re:Invent, it’s typically going to be business leaders, VPs, CIOs, people who are in 
charge of business aspects of Cloud Computing and not necessarily the infrastructure stuff, in fact, I dare I say they probably don’t even 
understand the infrastructure stuff they’re two different releases that you just talked about I bet they wouldn’t even understand what 
those mean to their business. But certainly things like Connect, things like machine learning, predictive analytics, serverless computing, 
so they can move as quickly as they need to move. Those things are reflective and go directly to the bottom line of the business. Am I 
reaching? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Well there’s for sure—there’s more people showing up here who—this is their first re:Invent. I mean it’s  going to be something like 50,000 
odd people so for sure there’s a lot of new people and I do believe that many of those people are focused more at the application layer. 
They’re people who are building applications and want to take advantage of the DevOps Pipeline as you mentioned or want to take 
advantage of sort of these higher level, I call them Higher Level Services, Managed Services around those things. It’s just a bigger audience, 
because the portfolio services is much richer, and that’s again as a result of, AWS started with sort of a set of infrastructure and then 
people said this is great but I’d really like it to do X as well, okay we’ll go build X, and then the people who are interested in X show up and 
go that’s pretty cool we’re looking for Y can you help me with that. So, I think this you know this the size of this thing is incredible. 
 
David Linthicum: 
This is my first re:Invent because I’ve always been busy with projects, haven’t been able to go, which is nice. Going forward, so there is 
Capital One which are very experts in Cloud Computing, Leverage Cloud is really kind of a business advantage moving forward we’re 
going talk more about that in a minute but most of the organizations that I run into here is specifically a lot of people that are that it is 
there for us re:Invent are kind of new to the Cloud Game, so it’s a CIO of a tire factory, it’s the CTO of manufacturer from the from the 
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Midwest, and they’re finally getting into Cloud in they are finally trying to move some of their infrastructure over doing experimental 
things so what advice would you have for them being Capital One being so progressive in the Cloud movement really kind of leading the 
space, what would you say they should be looking at right now and what should be steps say one, two, three? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
What I always say to people is one, and this is I think this is treat it incrementally, so there’s no Big Bang that you can kind of go, oh 
yesterday we used to do X, today we’re going to do all Cloud, and there’s a magic switch. It’s an incremental kind of approach, you want 
to start with certain use cases. For most companies typically it’s around some sort of digital transformation maybe some kind of 
marketing app and that’s a good first step. The thing that I counsel people around or recommend or suggest is that they recognize that 
that’s the first step on a journey, and there is going to be a far-reaching set of changes to make as you incrementally and in, at least I 
personally believe this, most companies will ultimately put the preponderance of their application portfolio in the Cloud Environment. 
So there is a sort of an ongoing journey around that, one thing that I see a lot of organizations who approach Cloud and they kind of 
make a mistake or there is the they sort of look at Cloud they go oh that’s like my data center at the end of a wire, and they leave all their 
other established practices, tooling processes, and so forth kind of unchanged and then and then they go well how come the magic 
hasn’t happened? How come my applications don’t get done any faster and one of the things that I say is that that journey a big part of 
it is going to be there and saying I want to take the logic of what Cloud provides and start extending it through the rest of my organization, 
the rest of my processes. So that means I need to change to Agile Development Practices. I need to move to a DevOps kind of model. I 
need to change the way I do monitoring and management and probably new sets of tooling around that, so it’s a very incremental but 
far-reaching journey that requires additional changes or additional areas that you’ve got to go work on, once the framework and 
constraints of infrastructure have been changed. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So, if I’m, your advice if, I’m going to kind of boil it down: so don’t boil the ocean, pick tactical things, successes you can move forward, 
work on a larger strategy, and still have to consider the fundamental such as security and governance and monitoring and management 
and but it is not necessarily outsourcing everything that exists in our current Enterprise Data Center out to the platform of the Cloud it’s 
in essence it is a journey, it’s incrementally looking at what makes sense to move out of the Cloud how to move it on the Cloud but really 
kind of comes down to the question we can’t move everything out into Cloud, there’s lots of application workloads and data workloads 
that are fundamentally…the Cloud is contraindicated they’re too expensive to move, we can’t find analogues for them on the Cloud things 
like that, what advice would you give for those folks that end up with say, 30% 40% of their applications are in that category? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes, well generally, as a foundation, one I personally am not so sure I agree with most of that, I mean there’s people say oh I can’t move 
that I can’t move that, you don’t even have constraints for why you don’t want to move that or you can’t do the work or you can’t afford 
the investment. I’m not convinced that there’s that large proportion of the typical application portfolios. 
 
David Linthicum: 
I don’t think it’s can’t, I think it should. In other words, I can move everything into the Cloud and have enough money and time, I can solve 
any technical problem, but should we move these things to the Cloud?  
 
Bernard Golden: 
Right. And so you know I believe that one of the key issues for CIOs is they’ve got this existing part of their application portfolio estate, 
their fleet, they’re typically architected around traditional assumptions they often have proprietary packages embedded in them, they 
are a huge cost center you’re not going to get much innovation out of them because your innovation is basically paced by how fast the 
innovation comes from your vendors. I think that’s a really key strategic issue because if much of your budget is sort of stuck with just 
keeping the lights on for a large inertia-bound expensive fleet you could figure out what do I do about that? What I always recommend 
is look at those really hard and you said the “should.” Look at those and say okay which of those are things that really make a difference 
for the way we operate as business, those are core kinds of things, those are the ones you should be looking at okay I’ve got to make the 
investment to rewrite those make them Cloud native and have a strategy on that. The other parts of it which are the low value add kind 
of commodity type stuff those are things that I think are really ripe for outsourcing to a SAS provider, you know let’s somebody else who’s 
an expert in running those things and let me get out of the business of just having people who are administering low value-add apps, 
and so really examining that portion of the application portfolio that really needs to it’s a high cost center that some portion of it adds 
value, some portion of it doesn’t, and treating that quite strategically as a way of what’s my path forward around that. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So what do you see changing in Capital One in the next year or two years? 
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Bernard Golden: 
Well, we are going through a process of moving to really Cloud Native we’re engaging a lot around that. We’re just like everybody else 
started with a large application portfolio fleet was not Cloud Native those need to be restructured that’s an ongoing process working 
around that, what I expect beyond that is… 
 
David Linthicum: 
So, if you migrated this application to the Cloud and they weren’t Cloud Native and now you’re redoing them as Cloud Native applications 
in place?  
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes, an ongoing process to really make sure that they take advantage of the characteristics of Cloud Computing, remember I said as I 
said, too many organizations treat Cloud Computing as a data center at the end of a wire traditional application architecture so forth 
don’t really take advantage of cloud capabilities, cloud functionality. So we are of course going to be rewriting all those things as well to 
make sure that they’re really aligned with that, what we can then do about building on top of that I mean machine learning is an area of 
high interest because we can apply that to traditional business processes we can run them better. So fraud analysis and so forth things 
where we can start to really leverage the functionality of Cloud Providers come forward with particularly around this higher level services 
I was talking about and we’re pretty diligently working through our business processes and saying okay where can we apply these higher 
level services to improve the functionality, improve customer service, relationships with our partners, or customers I should say, and also 
maybe take cost out. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So what about security, governance, monitoring, management things like that how are you approaching that in the next couple of years? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Well, we will approach it the way we have approached it which is so…Capital One is a pretty interesting company from a technical 
perspective or from an overall perspective in that it’s adopting Cloud Native practices those are sort of the technical peers that we look 
to, but in terms of I mean Capital One is an enterprise and probably has the most stringent of enterprise requirements around regulatory 
relationships, requirements, governance, security, so forth we have a very established kind of set of processes. We have a cyber group 
that really takes care around security, very broad ranging, and you would make sure that, we also have a governance group and they’re 
more about how do we make sure that we align with the kinds of regulatory risk management, risk management is a huge deal for a 
financial institution—if a financial institution doesn’t do risk management right it’s not a happy ending so we have very strong risk 
management and that goes through into the way we look at the services that we use. What kinds of requirements that we need from the 
services? What needs to be in place before we begin the use them? And over the next couple of years we will continue those same kinds 
of processes and apply them across all of our all the services we use and apply them to the new services come forward. 
 
David Linthicum: 
What about regulatory changes and regulatory pressures? How much has that affected your Cloud Strategy and how much will it affect 
your Cloud Strategy? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
You know clearly, this is a new area for regulatory regimens and we’re sort of the pioneer in that and have engaged with the regulators 
and we wouldn’t be doing anything that didn’t have their acceptance, I mean you know Capital One every financial institution should be 
and has to be risk averse or at least have risk management good risk management, Capital One is no different, but even within that space 
Capital One is quite conservative and so it’s as an institution it's not going to say, “well, we think it’s really cool to do we can’t really the 
regulators want don’t really want it but we’re going to do it anyway.” No, that wouldn’t work, so obviously we continue work with 
regulators and have a relationship where there are observe what’s going on and then have—accepted and allowed what we’ve put 
forward. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Now if you guys are pioneers in this space aren’t you assisting the regulators becoming kind of the canary in the coal mine so to speak 
for the ability to kind of understand how this stuff is going to work in the Cloud and moving forward since you’re more advanced than 
most other banks out there? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes, I believe that they’re looking at this is a way to figure out exactly what they should be asking for and so forth so but that’s you know 
that’s inevitable if you’re a pioneer. 
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David Linthicum: 
Yes, you always have the arrows in the back, right?  So kind of back to re:Invent this week you’ve attended a lots of re:Invents, first one 
for me. You can be 20 different places in any given time other than the keynote presentations, everyone asked wants to go watch those, 
so what guide would you give to re:Invent to someone who’s probably a technical person maybe an enterprise architect that just starting 
out their journey in Cloud what sessions, no you don’t have to name a session, but what types of sessions would you send them to? What 
kinds of things would you want them to take away from re:Invent what kinds of things would you want them to understand that’s different 
than what they’re doing today? Sorry to put you on the spot, I think that’s there’s going to be out before re:Invent is over. I’m sure people 
are looking for your guidance but.. 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes, yes well what I’d say is—what I always do is I try to take a 50/50 approach, so 50% I want to learn about stuff that I’m using or that 
I’m, is right at the coal face of what I’m doing, so I’m going to go to a session where somebody is doing a new kind of instance type that’s 
similar to what I’m doing, so I want to see what they’ve done. So in other words what are the best practices of somebody who’s a year 
ahead of what or where I’m at, so that’s core kind of building my skills, and then I try and spend about half of it really exploring and 
maybe looking at stuff that isn’t directly relevant today but could be relevant or could be interesting or is intriguing. I mean I often go to 
sessions that are kind of not directly relevant, but are in a space that would be interesting or to learn about because that may become 
important and, so I want to have some kind of grounding or background, so I’ve been to lots of interesting sessions in the past that 
weren’t like “oh yeah that’s the thing I’m doing right now,” but were pretty interesting about the way things you know just companies 
doing just wild amazing interesting stuff. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Yes, and it’s good to learn from other people right? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Yes, it’s like the old cliché “mediocre artists copy, great artists steal.” Whenever I’m thinking about something new I always say “who has 
done something like that where can I go learn from them” because that will shorten my learning curve. 
 
David Linthicum: 
Yes I would say a good Cloud Architect is someone who can take other people solutions and assemble them into a new solution that 
makes sense for their problem domain and it’s things that people haven’t thought about before, so a lot of the tools and technologies 
that are being leveraged out there by Amazon Web Services which ones are going to be kind of most germane in the next few years to 
not only your life but kind of the industry in general what do you think? What do you think they’re going to be? 
 
Bernard Golden: 
You know, as I said, clearly Machine Learning is an area that’s very important within the industry and we’re sort of pretty at early stages 
of how do you apply that to generalized business processes, so that’s going to be huge. I believe that more organizations are going to 
adopt further and further up the stack around you know things like the DevOps Tool Chains and so forth because again that’s things that 
they can offload and so forth this may be a paucity of my imagination but it’s kind of like I don’t know but then I go and see a presentation 
some announcement by AWS and I go oh yeah of course you’d want that so I’m I guess if where the old eight ball thing would give you 
the predictions, and there would be one that would say sort of say something like the future is cloudy or something like that I think that’s 
kind of where I’m at with that I—I just I feel like I’ve showed up to a magic show and somebody’s going to you know open up a curtain 
and this can be like, wow ,I had no idea about that. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So what are you working on yourself? You’re still doing writing for CIO as I recall you still have books out there, where can people find a 
lot of your content out on the web. 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Well I’m not writing for CIO now, and I’m not working on a book now, but there is couple of different areas you can look at. For my 
company activities, Capital One has just relaunched its site on Medium and there is going to be a lot of new content there, and actually I 
just I think we just had a piece published on why I joined Capital One. And it wasn’t so much about me as much as what is interesting 
about Capital One as an exemplar of where enterprises are going so that would be initially. Also at my personal website 
bernardgolden.com where I do more observations about the industry, not so much germane around kind of my work with Capital One, 
and those are places that people, I mean of course you can always find me on Twitter @BarnardGolden and I’m kind of known for doing 
food you know pictures of food, you know and like my meals and all that. 

http://www.bernardgolden.com/
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The greatest thing that happened was a couple weeks ago, a discussion happened between two people who I don’t even know about the 
meal I was having from the pictures I was taking so you can see what I do in terms of restaurants. 
 
David Linthicum: 
So we can learn about here the meals are cooking, as well as your take on Cloud Computing and what happened to re:Invent as well. 
Follow Bernard and he is real good resource he is a great resource in the Cloud Computing space, one I depended on and he’s been in 
the space since the beginning before everybody was paying attention to this is a huge area. Bernard, I want to thank you very much for 
being on the podcast and invite you back sometime in the future. 
 
Bernard Golden: 
Okay thank you so much for inviting me, I really appreciate it.  It's been fun always, and it’s always great to catch up. 

 
Operator: 
Thank you for listening to On Cloud For Cloud Professionals with David Linthicum.  Connect with David on Twitter and LinkedIn 
and visit the Deloitte On Cloud blog at www.deloitte.com/us/deloitte-on-cloud-blog.  Be sure to rate and review the show on 
your favorite podcast app. 
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